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‘‘offering experiences 
has given me a much 
greater profile and greater 
opportunity to increase 
my overseas sales. 
offering a German tour 
operator bike hire for €15 
may not be impressive, 
but combining bike hire 
with a visit to a mussel 
farm, a trip on a real 
working fishing charter, 
meeting the local skipper, 
dining on your own catch 
and cycling on a 42km 
traffic free path with 
fabulous views... now that 
gets their attention…. 
that’s the difference 
between selling product 
and selling experiences.   
Travis Zeray, Clew Bay Outdoors ’’Killiney, co. dublin.   cover photo: passage east, co. Waterford.
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international tourism is undergoing a transformation in how it is 
developed, marketed and managed, driven by rapidly changing 
visitor expectations. the increasing emphasis being placed on 
‘experiences’ by consumers is far more than a shift in terminology 
or a fad; it is a well-researched and quantifiable trend.  

experiential tourism is travel motivated by the desire to really connect with a place, its culture and 

people. it is less concerned with simply seeing or doing things, but rather with immersing oneself in the 

locale, interacting with people, engaging the senses, and learning the history and stories of the place. 

An experience has one strong idea at its heart. it is something which one does, sees or feels which is 

(ideally) unique and certainly distinctive to a particular place. experiences help the potential visitor 

make decisions to go to one place over another by imagining themselves there. it also helps them 

remember the visit as being special and ensures that they talk about it afterwards.  

Fáilte ireland, as part of its corporate strategy 2014 – 2016 has developed an experience development 

framework to guide the necessary transition away from delivering tourism products to delivering much 

more compelling world class tourism experiences.    

We recognise that this shift in direction presents both opportunities and challenges for irish tourism, 

but the results of making this shift can be significant. the collaborative nature of experience 

development ensures that the economic benefits that accrue, not only benefit the individual businesses 

involved but also a much wider community. ‘the greenway’ case studies provided at the back of this 

guide, makes for interesting reading in this regard.

internationally, an enhanced portfolio of unique irish experiences, specifically targeted at identified 

best prospect global consumers segments will serve to further strengthen brand ireland’s competitive 

advantage and achieve greater ‘cut through’ in a very busy global marketplace.   

the aim of this guide is 

» to help understand the difference between tourism products and tourism experiences 

» to discuss the components of a memorable tourism experience 

» to outline the key considerations when developing new experiences or evaluating and enhancing 

current experiences

this guide forms part of a range of Fáilte ireland experience development supports for tourism 

stakeholders; tourism businesses, community groups, festivals and events organisers, local authorities 

and enterprise support agencies.

please visit www.failteireland.ie or contact your local Fáilte ireland representative for  

further information.

IntroductIon

galway market.
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For today’s international tourist, holidays are less about 
‘doing’ something and more about feeling that they are truly 
immersed in a place or an activity. 

Understanding		
experiential	toUrism

A tourism experience is multi-faceted and somewhat hard to define. it’s what a visitor gains from the 

combination of the place, its attractions, activities, the people they meet along the way and the stories 

they share.

A memorable tourism experience is inherently personal, engages the senses, makes connections on an 

emotional, physical, spiritual, intellectual or social level and creates a lasting memory.

exPerieNces exPlaiNeD

crEatinG MEMorablE tourisM ExpEriEncEs 
experience development or creating experiences is all about combining natural landscape assets, 

tourism products, customer service, stories (and the telling of them) to create compelling consumer 

offerings or ‘experiences’.

in essence, creating tourism experiences is about being absolutely consumer-focused, identifying the 

customer segments with the greatest potential for your business, deeply understanding their needs and 

motivations, and then offering unique and authentic experiences that motivate and fulfil these needs.

While individually a world class product, story or service can create a memorable tourism experience 

in it’s own right, more often, it is the combination of a number of parts that combine to make it a truly 

memorable experience. 

memorable tourism experience therefore comprise of four core components;

» product   » service   » story   » narration

the combination of the unique story of your place, the various means through which that story 

is narrated for visitors (e.g. via people, information panels or online) and the service a customer 

experiences when they are with you, is what will best ensure the your visitor has an opportunity to 

immerse themselves in the experience you offer and take away some great memories.

baking causey Farm co. meath.

the story of a 
place or people 
that can make 
an experience 
memorable.

narration is about 
communicating the 
identified stories 
in a meaningful, 
authentic and 
memorable way.

service story NarratioNProDUct

core product 
e.g. attraction, 
activity, scenic 
site etc.

the reason a 
product can stand 
out. this can be 
pre, during or  
post visit.
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While the Brand Ireland and the Key Propositions components are fixed, the Themes, Signature 

Experiences and Supporting Experiences evolve and change over time to refresh and replenish the 

Key Propositions in the minds of our target segments in the marketplace. The core components of an 

Experience, when effectively combined, ensure a memorable tourism experience is delivered.   

The pyramid diagram opposite summarises the core components 
of the framework and illustrates how the various parts fit together. 
each component is informed by the one above it in the pyramid. 

ExpEriEncE DEvElopmEnt 
FramEwork

Kayaking, Co. Clare

*What do We mean When We refer to the five Brand 
ireland Pillars
Research has shown that five different Irish holiday experiences are highly motivating for international 
consumers. These are the in essence the promise behind Tourism Brand Ireland. These pillars are:

» vibe of the City – fresh, exciting and stimulating experiences and attractions in a lively atmosphere

» living historical stories – interesting and informative experiences and attractions in urban and 
rural areas

» Connecting with the People of ireland – immersing themselves in Irish culture

» awakening the senses – stimulating and profound experiences within natural and unspoiled 
landscapes

» Getting active in nature – revitalising and energising experiences and activities in the spectacular 
outdoors

Brand Ireland – Our unique international tourism identity that promises visitors spontaneous and 
engaging experiences. Tourism Brand Ireland comprises five pillars*. 

Key ProPosItIons – A key proposition has the potential to stand out in the international 
marketplace and stimulate demand. Ireland has three key propositions: The Wild Atlantic Way, Dublin 
and  East and South (Culture & Heritage). 

storIes / themes – Themes and stories that bring the proposition to life for consumers.

sIgnature exPerIences – Deliver on the brand proposition and serve as a motivator for 
international visitors. Generally, though not always, they comprise a combination of experiences that 
can be story-based, thematic or geographical.

suPPortIng exPerIences –  Tourism products (e.g. activities, attractions, restaurants etc.) that are 
also brand aligned. Individually these may not motivate the international visitor in their own right, but 
are key to immersing the visitor in the signature experience.

ancIllary exPerIence mIx – The wider tourism offering that must also deliver a memorable and 
pleasurable experience.

ANCILLARY EXPERIENCE MIX

SUPPORTING EXPERIENCES

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES

STORIES / THEMES

KEY PROPOSITIONS

BRAND
IRELAND

Key supporting experiences that aid 
immersion in the Signature experience

Must also support delivery of 
the experience

Signature experiences bring the themes / 
stories to life

Consumer Segment aligned stories and themes 
stimulate demand and differentiate

Proposition development guided by consumer 
and market insights
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Feeling energised and instilled with
a real connection to the place

Feeling enriched by being im
m

ersed in the local 
culture and becom

ing ‘a part’ of the story

and the personal service experienced

Feeling valued by the quality on offe
r

Product

N
arration

MEMORABLE
TOURISM 

EXPERIENCE

Service

St
or

y

1. 
A good story is 
at the heart of 
any experience

3. 
Is your 
infrastructure 
(and the business 
partners you 
work with) and 
equipment of a 
high standard?

2. 
How will you 
make the 
experience 
truly 
immersive?

    1. 
Good service 
begins before 
the visit 
(see visitor 
      journey*)

3. 
Experiencing 
world class 
service with a 
local twist

2. 
Meeting 
passionate and 
hospitable people
throughout the 
visitor journey

3. 
Does your story 
add to the overall 
experience and does 
  it mean something 
    to an overseas 
       visitor?

2. 
What is 
unique about 
your story?

1. 
Communication 
that informs and 
motivates

3. Are you 
encouraging people 
to share your story 
through social  
  media and other 
     mediums?

2. 
Themes and stories 
are well narrated 
throughout visitor 
journey*

1. 
How will the 
experience  
be delivered 
on site? 

the experience wheel captures the components that combine to 
deliver a memorable tourism experience.

the	experience	wheel	–		
components	oF	a	memorable	
toUrism	experience

the centre layer contains the four components of a memorable tourism experience:

1. Product: attractions, activities, accommodation, restaurants, sites, etc.

2. service: looking after the customer’s needs

3. story: the story of a place or its people – can be local to the business or area

4. Narration: how we tell the story, pre, during and post.

the next layer captures how you can deliver on expectations for each component. For example:

1. Product: the experience is truly immersive

2. service:  meeting passionate and hospitable people 

3. story: interesting stories of people and place 

4. Narration: communication that both informs and motivates 

the outermost layer summarises the type of emotions that arise when the experience  

is positive.  so for example the visitor will feel energised, enriched, valued or enlightened.  positive 

emotions lead to good memories which can lead to recommendations and plans for returns trips.

it is important to remember that creating tourism experiences and adding value is a progressive 

process. the building blocks must be right. the core product and service offering upon which the 

experience is built must be nothing less than excellent before real value can be added.  all four 

components – product, service, story, narration, must function together.

so What’s nEW?
experiences are how a business immerses the visitor in an interesting, engaging story which is narrated 

or ‘revealed’ in a number of ways. one of the most significant differences is that experiences offer 

visitors the opportunity to construct their own narrative. they are part of the experience, they don’t 

simply ‘consume’, they ‘part-take’ and therefore creativity, imaginative learning and building in the 

unexpected become increasingly important.

 * the visitor journey comprises of the experience from the research and booking phase through to the actual and  

post visit experience.

surfing at inch beach on Wild Atlantic Way
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think about the entirety of the visitor journey. 

reqUiremeNts

» make sure the experience is unique, story–

driven, immersive and designed specifically 

to meet visitor expectations. does the 

experience provide the right balance 

between guidance and autonomy as 

appropriate? different segments have 

different requirements – how well do 

you know and understand your target 

customer? 

» benchmark your experience against  

best-in-class offerings – learn from 

those in other destinations and add an 

uniquely irish twist. the internet is a 

fantastic research tool.

» continually enhance your products 

and services. 

» ensure you are fully compliant with all 

legal, health & safety, insurance and 

other requirements associated with 

the experience.

 1.1 hoW Will thE ExpEriEncE bE dElivErEd on sitE? 

exPerieNces exPlaiNeD exPerieNces exPlaiNeD

the definition of a tourism product is broad.  it can be everything 
from restaurants, hotels and pubs, to beaches, parks and public areas. 
Product is largely tangible and often termed as ‘the hardware’.

customer requirements must be considered at all stages of the 
customer journey.  remember – the visitor journey comprises of their 
experience from the research and booking phase through to the actual 
and post visit experience.

	 1	 prodUct

visitors immerse themselves when their senses are engaged – it triggers emotions and creates lasting 

memories.  does your experience engage the senses from the start of the visitor journey i.e. pre-visit?

reqUiremeNts

» memorable tourism experiences are created when the visitor 

can get involved. do you offer a hands-on experience? if they 

catch a fish, will your chef cook it for them for dinner that 

night? if they visit your heritage centre, can they sit in the 

chair where the hero ate his last meal before being exiled? if 

they take part in your food trail, can they meet the person 

who makes the cheese? if they love the brown bread in your 

restaurant, will you offer them the recipe?

» Walk through your experience in your customer’s shoes. Are 

there opportunities for the visitor to get involved and learn 

something new? 

» How can you bring your story to life?

 1.2 hoW Will you MakE your ExpEriEncE truly iMMErsivE?  

visitors expect high quality at every point of the experience – it is important that you and any partners 

you work with deliver this. collaboration with these partners and all relevant stakeholders is essential to 

ensure that the entire experience is delivered.   

reqUiremeNts

» consult with relevant partners and stakeholders. 

» ensure that the partners you work with share your vision, so that the experience gets delivered as  

you want it to.

» is access to your premises well explained and easy for a visitor to understand?

» is there en-route and local signage?

» does the site infrastructure reflect the theme of the experience.  is it bringing the story to life?

» Are there wifi and internet facilities available?

 1.3 is your infrastructurE  and EquipMEnt (and that  
  of any businEss partnErs you Work With), of a  
  hiGh standard?

I remember clanging the bell at  
Dunbrody Famine Ship

I always wanted to play the 
Bodhran…and now I have!
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setting expectations about the service you offer and how you interact with visitors from before they arrive 

is very important. not only is it important to closing a sale, but importantly it starts to build a connection 

with your visitors 

reqUiremeNts

» Are you, your employees and any third parties you work with involved in selling the experience 

passionate about the offering? do you all communicate the experience in a compelling manner?

» Are procedures in place, for example mystery shoppers or surveys, to regularly test the 

effectiveness of employees in 

promoting and delivering the 

experience?  

» do you work with other 

products and experiences to 

create a referral network? 

can they recommend the 

experience in a meaningful 

way to their customers too?

 2.1 Good sErvicE bEGins bEforE thE visit.  this Will  
  hElp thE visitor intErprEt What’s on offEr.

service plays a vital role in the visitor experience and especially in 
an irish context where it has proven to be one of our differentiating 
strengths. People can make or break an experience … make sure your 
team help to make it memorable rather than mediocre! where product 
is considered the ‘hardware’, service is considered as ‘software’ due to 
its intangible nature. 

	 2	 service

everything either comes together or falls apart at the point of interaction with the customer. to create 

memorable experiences, you need passionate employees and others who are genuinely interested in 

interacting with visitors. 

reqUiremeNts

» do you have the right people on your team? 

this is crucial regardless of the scale of the 

experience on offer – it is as important for a 

small one person tourism enterprise as it is for 

a five star hotel.

» Have you invested in training and 

development to continuously upgrade the 

skills and knowledge of your employees?

» do locals understand what you do and do 

they understand the integral role that they 

play in delivering the experience? e.g. if 

a customer goes to a local shop, do they 

know about your experience?

» Are local artists, musicians, artisan producers  

etc. integrated where possible into the  

experience on offer?

 2.2 MEEtinG passionatE and hospitablE pEoplE  
  throuGhout thE visitor journEy

Your service must be world class, but it must feel unique to your locality too.    

reqUiremeNts

» Has an agreed service promise, or set of standards, been defined, to deliver on all elements of  

the experience throughout the visitor journey.

» owners and managers of the experience play a leading role in delivering service excellence – don’t 

forget to spend time on the “shop floor”, directly engaging with customers and getting to know 

what it feels like to be a customer experiencing your offering.

» Are there specific features that are entirely unique to the experience? does the ‘personality’ of the 

service reflect the overall theme, location and ethos of the experience?

» is gathering visitor feedback, both during and after the experience, a priority? Are defined 

procedures in place to measure customer satisfaction? 

 2.3 ExpEriEncinG World class sErvicE With a  
  local tWist

I love the fact that 
you meet the local food  
producers….and they 
happily share their 
stories….

I will never forget the fun we had pulling pints at the Guinness Storehouse….and the staff were  just great…
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the story about the place or the people can stir the emotions, and increase the chances of creating a 

memorable experience. good stories engage the visitor’s senses and immerse them into the experience. 

the visitor, should be left with the feeling of having learnt something new … something more than they 

expected … something that stays with them and they share through social media and 

word of mouth - still the most effective form of promotion! 

reqUiremeNts

» Have you defined the unique and special 

characteristics of the experience? Have 

compelling stories been developed and 

communicated?

» Are the stories meaningful, authentic and 

do they have direct appeal to the targeted 

segments?

» is there a clear link between the stories 

and the overall proposition of the wider 

destination? e.g. if you are based on the 

coast in co. clare, have you incorporated the 

essence of the Wild Atlantic Way into your 

story?

 3.1 coMpEllinG storiEs inspirE

stories can be the reason an experience will stand out and create 
a meaningful and memorable journey for visitors. the story very 
often provides the stimulus that transforms a product into a lasting 
and memorable experience. stories are not limited to the spoken 
work, and may entail visual stimuli that tell the story or history of 
a place.  

	 3	 story

the experience must have the ability to immerse and engage the visitor in the story of the place and 

the people they are visiting.

reqUiremeNts

» Are all elements of the experience designed to make the story tangible and real for visitors?

» is the experience participative and stimulating? does it allow the visitor to immerse themselves in 

the story in an authentic way? e.g. can it be made more tangible for visitors – touching or smelling 

often help us remember something.

 3.2 thE ExpEriEncE Must brinG storiEs to lifE

in order to constantly enhance the experience, the impact of stories on visitors must be monitored  

and evaluated.    

reqUiremeNts

» When gathering feedback from visitors try to establish if the stories have resonated and contributed 

to the creation of a memorable experience for them. create criteria to measure against.

 3.3 storiEs truly add to thE ExpEriEncE 

think about your target customer, understand their needs and motivations, be sure that your story 

delivers what you want to hear and that it is aligned to one of the three key propositions – the Wild 

Atlantic Way, dublin or east & south (culture & Heritage).

Making memories... Experiencing the local brew...
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examples of pre-visit narration include the language and imagery on your website, on social media, in 

guidebooks, in your dealings with third parties and so on. How useful is the information your provide? 

does your marketing and information motivate and inform the visitor? remember that narration is not 

just about text – imagery and video are key, and they’re understandable in all languages. 

reqUiremeNts

» Have you ensured that defined themes and stories are effectively integrated into all marketing and 

sales activities?

» is it easy for visitors to find up to date, informative, motivational information 

about your experience when they are planning 

their trip? Are you visible in the 

places where they look? do 

you use media channels that 

are appropriate to your target 

customer?

» does your imagery and use of 

video communicate the experience 

effectively?

 4.1 prE-visit – coMMunication that inforMs and MotivatEs

Narration is about how you communicate with customers, 
both pre-visit and when they are here. Your story is the unique 
experience you have to share; your narration is how and where you 
share it. 

	 4	 narration

during the visit, examples include personal guides who share the story and bring it to life as well as visual 

presentation, audio presentation, interpretive panels or self-narration. think about opportunities for your 

visitor to use their senses – sound, sight, taste, touch and smell – when engaging with your experience. 

this can often be more enjoyable than reading lots of text.

the sharing of stories throughout the visit is vital and unless the narration is attractive and appropriate, 

the experience is less likely to leave a lasting memory.

reqUiremeNts

» Are there means available to support interpretation during the visit through guides, product providers, 

tourist office, information panels etc.?

» Have you ensured that employees, locals and other stakeholders know your stories and are 

supported to share it e.g. do you invite them to try out your restaurant or attraction so they can talk 

knowledgeably about it?

» Are personal interactions and storytelling authentic?

» does the narration take account of the target audience? Factors such as language barriers and cultural 

perspectives should be considered. 

 4.2 on-sitE – storiEs arE WEll narratEd durinG visit

the digital world offers innumerable opportunities for for visitors to 

share their experiences, while still on holiday as well as 

when they return home. think about ways to maximise 

this trend to best advantage – in a  

non-obtrusive manner.     

reqUiremeNts

» is the visitor encouraged (gently) and facilitated 

to share their experiences digitally, during  

and post-visit?

» do you offer to take photos of your visitors 

engaging with your experience so that they 

can share their images on social media? e.g. 

a prompt that invites guests to share their 

experience with you on trip Advisor.

 4.3 social MEdia EncouraGEs spontanEous sharinG of  
  ExpEriEncEs and storiEs

pre-visit, customers expect quality information and marketing that informs and motivates. When they 

are here, they want stories to be brought to life through imaginative narration and story-telling. 

‘Love Dublin’ she tweets….

Cant wait to go! 
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evalUate	yoUr	experience
When developing or evaluating an experience, certain criteria will guide you towards creating a truly 

memorable, immersive experience. Why not take a few minutes to answer the questions below.   

regardless of the type of experience you offer – new, well-established, or at the planning stage – your 

goal must be to create something memorable.  

evaluate your experience by asking yourself these questions and use the answers as pointers for your 

to-do list or action plan. think like the customer when scoring your experience. most importantly, act 

on the findings! 

name of experience: (What is your story?)

short description: (if you had to verbally tell someone about it, what would you say?  

max 100 words!)

clifden, co. galway.
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Which iconic proposition are you  

aligned to?

2. ProPositioN (‘Big iDea’) Wild atlantic 
Way

Dublin east & south 
(culture & 
Heritage) 

i don’t  
know

to thiNK aBoUt … 

Aligning your experience to one of the propositions will add to its attractiveness and appeal.  if 

your experience in based in dublin, include the dublin story when developing your experience – 

vibrant capital city – bursting with a variety of surprising experiences – where city living thrives 

side by side with the natural outdoors.

1. the product is bringing the 
story to life.

2. the on-site experience is truly 
immersive and engages the 
senses.

3. the product mix is correct for  
customer.  (e.g. the experience is 
aimed at the culturally curious 
therefore the accommodation, 
activities etc. offered are what  
they require)

excellent. 
i’m satisfied it’s 
world-class. 

to thiNK aBoUt … 

» todays consumer requires high quality product in order to have a high quality experience – are you 

delivering this?

» is the product benchmarked against best-in-class offerings? learn from those in other destinations and add 

a uniquely irish twist. 

» Who do you collaborate with? do they have the same high standards?  

do you work well together? e.g. (if you use local producers)

» is your experience unique, story-driven, immersive, and designed to meet customer expectations? e.g. if 

you have a stunning view, are you sharing that?

» continually enhance and innovate – introduce new concepts to improve what you already have.

» be fully compliant with all legal, health & safety, insurance and other relevant requirements.

» Access and local infrastructure enhance the experience – collaborate with other tourism businesses and 

local government to ensure that infrastructure meets customer expectations.

» does the core product offering deliver on the broad brand ireland themes of:

 •		living historical stories

 •		vibe in the city 

 •		Awakening the senses

 •		Active in nature

good. 
good, but i can 
improve it. 

Poor. 
needs  
improving. 

customer 
expectations

3.  ProDUct

What segment are you targeting with 

this experience?

1. coNsUmer segmeNts culturally  
curious

social 
energisers

great 
escapers

i don’t  
know

to thiNK aBoUt …  

three segments have been identified as priorities in the main overseas markets (great britain, 

united states, germany and France). different segments have different requirements – how well 

do you know and understand your target customer?

» culturally curious – tend to be slightly older, very independently minded and interested in 

immersing themselves in a place. interested in history and culture. like good food and service.

» social energisers – tend to be young, looking for new experiences and excitement. like city 

experience with lots to see and do – interested in partying but not just partying. 

» great escapers – all about getting away from it all, renewing family bonds and spending time 

together in a beautiful place. ‘gentle’ outdoor activities such as walking, cycling. 

For further information on segmentation visit www.failteireland.ie
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6.  NarratioN

5.  story

exPerieNces exPlaiNeD

1. the story allows the customer to  

fully immerse themselves in an 

authentic way

2. We can tweak the story to our 

customer needs. We know, for 

example, that the story for the 

culturally curious can have slightly 

different nuances to the story for the 

great escaper.

excellent. 
i’m satisfied it’s world-class.

to thiNK aBoUt … 

» A good story idea or concept is essential to create the necessary mood triggers which involve visitors,  stimulate 

their emotions and create memories.

» Your story should resonate with one of the propositions – the Wild Atlantic Way, dublin, east & south (culture 

and Heritage)

» do you know what emotions the story idea is designed to evoke in the various target audiences?

» is the story is communicated to visitors before their arrival through marketing materials online and offline?

» is the story delivered on site in a way that involves and immerses the visitor?

» Are you assured that the visitor ‘got the story’ and that you have the means of measuring its success and impact?

» does the story live outside of the business experience? in other words, is it supported by other businesses and by 

the community? do they know about it? can they reinforce or extend it? 

good. 
good, but i can improve it.

Poor.  i need to 
devote time to this.

customer expectations

1. employees, locals and other stakeholders know 

the stories and share them with visitors. 

2. visitors will be encouraged, and facilitated, to 

share their experiences during and post-visit.

3. i understand that languages are important 

for my german and French visitors so i take 

account of that online and on-site.

excellent. 
i’m satisfied it’s 
world-class. 

to thiNK aBoUt … 

» narration is about how you communicate with customers, both pre-visit and when they are here. Your story is 

what you want to share; your narration is how and where you say it.

» delivery is critical. it’s not about learning off a script and retelling a monologue.  it’s about drawing on the 

audience so they believe and live the story. 

» pre-visit, customers expect quality information and communication that informs and motivates. 

» When here, visitors want stories brought to life through narration and story-telling. 

» evaluate the language and imagery on your website, on social media, in guidebooks, in your dealings with third 

parties and so on. does it motivate and inform the visitor? 

» narration is not just about text – imagery and video are key, and they’re understandable in all languages. 

» during the visit, examples include personal guides, visual presentation, audio presentation, interpretive panels or 

self-narration. When can the visitor use their senses when engaging with your experience?

» ensure that employees, locals and other stakeholders know the stories and share them with visitors.

» does the narration take account of the audience? What about language barriers? consider the culturally curious 

customer – they may want more or different information to the great escaper.

» cultural perspectives should be considered. particular attention should be paid to local dialect, we often forget 

others can find it difficult to understand the very many and very different lyrical irish twangs! 

» gently encourage the visitor to share their experiences digitally, during and post-visit.

good. 
good, but i can 
improve it. 

Poor. 
needs investment 
or resources. 

customer expectations

exPerieNces exPlaiNeD

4.  service

1. You and your staff are passionate 
about customer service, and it shows.

2. We gather and act on customer 
feedback.

3. i know that, for example, the 
culturally curious and the great 
escaper enjoy personalised service so 
i refer to them by name.

excellent. 
i’m satisfied it’s world-class.

to thiNK aBoUt … 

» test the effectiveness of employees and partners in promoting and delivering the experience through mystery 

shopping.

» Have you, your staff and your partners all trialled the experience first hand? if not, how do you stand over it and 

effectively promote it?

» set up a referral network – can your partners recommend the experience to their customers too?

» continually invest time and resources in training and upskilling.

» spread the word – do locals understand the importance of the experience and the integral role they play in 

delivering it? 

» Work with and integrate local artists, musicians, artisan producers etc. into your experience where possible.

» make visitor feedback a priority.

good. 
good, but i can improve it.

Poor. 
needs training. 

customer expectations
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For more information on experiences and for a  
variety of experience development supports and 
toolkits please visit www.failteireland.ie		
or email experiences@failteireland.ie

DeveloPiNg exPerieNces resPoNsiBly
Fáilte ireland has developed an experience 

development Framework to guide the development 

of memorable tourism experiences at business and 

community levels. in implementing this Framework 

Fáilte ireland will commit itself to pursuing the 

principles of responsible tourism as set out in the 

cape town declaration (2002). in doing so, we  

will seek:

1. to minimise negative environmental and social 

impacts, while maximising positive benefits;

2. to generate greater economic benefits for local 

people and enhance the well-being of host 

communities;

3. to improve training and employment 

opportunities within the industry;

4. to involve local people in decisions relating to 

tourism that affect them at destination level;

5. to make positive contributions to the awareness 

and conservation of our natural and cultural 

heritage;

6. to provide more enjoyable experiences for 

tourists through more meaningful connections 

with local people, and a greater understanding of 

local cultural, social and environmental issues;

7. to encourage tourism businesses to reduce the 

amount of energy and water they use and to 

reduce the amount of waste they generate;

8. to continually endeavour to ensure that tourism 

destinations, products and services are accessible 

to all people, regardless of their physical 

limitations, disabilities or age;

9. to engender respect between tourists and host 

communities, and work to build local pride and 

confidence.

notEs

list three emotions you would like 

your visitor to feel when they engage 

with your experience

7. the emotioNal DimeNsioN emotion

to thiNK aBoUt … 

it’s good to understand how visitors ‘measure’ or evaluate the emotional component of experiences. sometimes 

these emotions are used to ‘measure’ the experience consciously, sometimes subconsciously.

emotionemotion

some prompts:

» spontaneity

» excitement

» Happiness

» togetherness with loved ones

» Feelings of being connected

» once-in-a-life-time

» discovery

» getting off the beaten track

Well DoNe!

if you feel you have an experience that we could help you with we want to hear from you. contact your local Fáilte  

ireland representative or email your experience to us at experiences@failteireland.ie

this is only a representative list. 

For further information, see www.failteireland.ie or contact experiences@failteireland.ie

Horse riding, 
ballyconneely, 
connemara
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cycling in connemara 
national park.




